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Downtown
festivals call
for prevention

Sit ’n’ spin

SJPD takes heed
of leasons learned
in the wake of Cinco
de Mayo riots
By Scott Shuey
Staff Writer
Five months after a riot
broke out on Santa Clara Street
following the Cinco De Mayo
festival, downtown San Jose is
getting ready to celebrate
Mexican Independence Day.
Since the May incident, several steps have been taken to
prevent potential problems at
the festival, said Noelle Knell of
Downtown
Jose’s
San
Association.
Last Cinco De Mayo, 400,000
people attended the festivities
in downtown San Jose. Around
a riot erupted several
blocks away on Santa Clara
Street , just after the main festival was ending. By 10:30 p.m.
police had arrested 31 people
for looting and vandalism.
"After Cinco de Mayo we had
a series of meetings to improve
gation measures," Knell
said. "This is definitely something we’ll be keeping our eyes
O n. Nobody wants it to happen
again."
l was also
Since alcohoI
II
Warned as a major contributor
to last year’s riots. This year
anyone wishing to drink alcohol
will be required to wear a wristband issued at the festival,
Knell said."The police have also
been working closely with outside vendors to stop the off-site
sale of alcohol."
The GI Forum, which sponsors both Cinco De Nlayo and
Mexican Independence Day, has
also been taking precautions.

Scott Lechner / Spar-tan Daily
Throwing pots Wednesday afternoon in the Industrial Arts building comes easy to Paul Roberts, who is taking ceramics as an elective course tor his Art Photography major.

Female mariachi group celebrates independence
By Allison Wright
Staff Writer
An
all -female mariachi
group will celebrate Mexican
Independence Day at the
Mountain Winery in Saratoga
on Friday.
The traditional sounds of
Hispanic culture come from
mariachi music which has been
dominated by men since mariachi music began in the late
1800s, said Monica Gomez com-

munity relations coordinator of
The
Mexican
Heritage
Corporation.
The all-female band called
Las Adelitas is one of the first
of its kind to break the gender
gap in mariachi music.
"The women from Las
Adelitas have broken through
the barriers in male-dominated mariachi music because
their music touches everyone’s
hearts and makes it more lively because they are young

women," Gomez said.
Las Adelitas has 13 members who decided to steer away
from modern hip-hop music
because they wanted to stay
close to the music that depicts
the depth of their Hispanic culture. Each woman in the group
said she was raised listening to
marachi music so, by joining
together, they could be closer to
their culture and make history
as one of the first all-female
mariachi groups, Gomez said.

The group’s name comes
from the first female soldiers
who fought alongside the men
in the Mexican Revolution.
Many of their songs pay tribute
to the women who lost their
lives fighting in the war.
In one of their songs they
sing about a female soldier who
is afraid she will not be remembered if she dies in battle. The
lyrics are: "I beg you that with

County symposium reviews latest
HIV information; deaths on decline
By Shayda Fathipour
Staff Writer

cases and deaths of AIDS has dropped.
This year in Santa Clara County there was a
reported number of 71 nevi’ cases of people living
Coinciding with Santa Clara County reporting
with AIDS and two who had died as a result of
a decline in AIDS cases, the ninth annual
the deadly virus.
Management of HIV Disease Symposium is being
In 1992, the number of deaths from AIDS in
held at the Doubletree Hotel in San Jose.
Santa Clara County was 256, the highest since
According to the County of Santa Clara Public
1983 when the disease was first reported.
Health Department, the number of reported
"The medications may be helping," Dr. Cyndie
Wilks, health officer for County of
Santa Clara
Public
Health
AIDS in Santa Clara
Department, said. "That may be the
The number of reported AIDS C.ISCN III Santa Clara tout’o is on the
reason why they don’t go to AIDS."
decrease There haw been 7 I 1, a Se reported so far this year One hundredSuzy Gordon -Jones, staff coordinamnety six new cases were reported last war Officials attribute the decline
tor for Santa Clara Medical
to the elk% lowness of medications gown to HIV patients
Association, said the symposium is
basically a global overview of HIV
and is designed to update medical
161
professionals on the latest information concerning the virus.
101
At the symposium, Dr. Martin
Fenstershieb will be discussing the
111
reported HIV cases.
Of the reports he’ll be speaking
from regarding Santa Clara County,
/00
homosexuals and bisexuals are the
iS0
number one at-risk group in all ethnicities. In addition, heterosexual contact was ranked fourth among whites
100
anI. Latinos and second and third
among Asians and African Americans,
10
respectively.
The conference will begin with reg.011
TINS
.111
,101
.11
istration and cofTee at 7:45 a.m. and
will run until 5 p.m. Nine speakers
%um* County ol Santa Clam Pubin SeSh Nicartrnwi

See Mariachi, page 6

"We’ve been working closely
with San Jose Police," GI Forum
memI er Al Castellano said.
"We’re willing to take their suggestions to make this festival
wO rk. It’s important to have
this festival downtown."
The San Jose Police
Department will also have additional officers clownt.own, Knell
sa’id. There will be about 300
officers, 50 more than there
were for Cinco de Mayo.
"SJPD will also have their
gang task force there, which is
another 18 to 20 officers," she
said.
Another factor which could
help is that this festival will
attract fewer people, Castellano
saiO . Only 200,000 to 300,000
people are expected at the
Sunday festival. The GI Forum
has also emphasized their
Mexican Independence Day festival as family-oriented event.
S
people a different
"All yung
diversities- are
welcome,"
Castellano said. "We want to
teach them about our culture."
The day celebrates the declaration of Mexican Independence
from Spain. The celebration is
Sunday, even though Mexican
Independence Day is actually
Sept. 16.
In 1810, Father Miguel
Mexican
Hidalgo declared
Independence. He started by
organizing
hisb
parish ut the
F
Ii
mS vement
was so popular that
within a few months he had an
army of 80,000 people. Hidalgo
was captured and then executed two years later, but in 1821
after 11 years of war that devastated the Nlexican economy,
Mexican was able to gain its
independence from Spain.
kind alike the Fourth of
See Indepenence, page 4
ii

Alumna takes over
publishing duties
at Sun Reporter
By Lois Jenkins
Staff Writer
Hard work and dedication
paid off for former SJSU graduate Amelia Ashley-Ward,
who purchased the Sun Reporter in February, San
Francisco’s 5:3-year-old black
weekly. AS editor and publisher, Ashley -Ward oversees a
staff of 15 full-time and eight
part-time workers. The Sun Reporter has a circulation of
11,000.
A4
Well
ar4
the Sun Reporter, Ashley -Ward also
bought its associated weeklies
-The California Voice and
the Metro Reporters Group
from Dr. Garry Goodlett, the
son of long-time owner
Carlton B. Goodlett, who died
in January The combined
culation of all three piityrs is
160,000.
Ashley -Ward, 40, lives in
Pacifica with her husband and
5-year-old son. She graduated
from SJSU in 1979 with a
degree in journalism. A con-

ANN.

centration in photojournalism
allowed her to
take the pictures
for the stories she
wrote.
"I’ve
always
been
good
at
expressing myself
on paper," she
said. "When that
got a little boring,
I added photography."
That combination
of
skills
launched Ashley Ward into her first
job with the Sun Reporter, and she’s been
climbing to the top ever since.
She’s held a variety of p
tions at the paper, including
women’s editor and managing
editor.
Ashley -Ward said she’s
been handling almost everything since Goodlett left in
1994 due to illness, but being
the owner has given her new
options.

Amelia Ashley-Ward
"Now I have more freedom
to do what I want to do, to do
what I need to do," Ashley Ward said.
She said that along with
that freedom comes great
responsibility.
"The good side of freedom is
the independence to do what I
want," Ashley-Ward said. "But
the bad side is I can’t blame
mistakes on anybody else."
See Ashley-Ward, page 6
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Terminating Division of Technology is a mistake
Robert Caret
;ind Linda Bain’s decision to annihilate the
entire Division of Technology is
:-11fse to hurt students and the
university.
San Jose State University’s
tiThrmlogy diVISI,iIl Offen; St tldents a variety careers in
manufacturing,
industrial,
electronics, and computer technology fields with six different
types of degrees.
More than 300 students
enrolled in the program and
over a dozen faculty members

president

depend on the Division of
Technology’s survival.
While students currently in
the industrial technology program would be allowed to finish
their studies if the division is
ultimately closed, no new students would be accepted into
the program.
Those who are turned away
may be forced to apply to
another university, college, or
technical school to receive their
education possibly one of
lower caliber. These possible
enrollees could be lost to SJSU

and the campus
community.
SJSU is not the
only institution that
could be harmed
from the divison’s
closure.
Many businesses
could suffer because
they look to the university to fill
CATHERINE
their positions.
At the present
time, there is an extraordinary
demand in the Silicon Valley
fin. students graduating from

our program, said
Seth Bates, chair of’
of
Division
the
Technology. A number of students are
hired before they
graduate, he said.
According to a
1996 Career Center
survey, 93 percent
of the division’s
SPENCER graduates
are
placed in careers
related to their degree with an
average starting salary of
approximately $31,000 a year.

Phasing out the division is a
big mistake because it is sure to
lessen SJSU’s competitiveness
in the area of industrial technology.
Caret and Bain’s drastic
plan to wipe out this division
goes against the recommendations of the redesign task force
and the strategic planning
steering committee who have
suggested the program be relocated or put on probation.
The Division of Technology
is relevant to the mission of
this university and the "heart"
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Separating genders bad idea
Segregation in schools still
exists. The idea of "separate, but equal," which was
supposedly squelched over 30
years ago is alive and well today,
here in this city.
I am not talking about the
public schools of San Jose, which
no longer bus children to schools
outside of their neighborhoods to
further "integration."
I am talking about the recent
boom in single-gender schools
around the country and especially here, in San Jose.
Because state lawmakers
recently approved public funding
for single-gender "academies," it now seems
to be the "in" thing to send your child to an
all-boys or all-girls school.
Before you, or those you know, decide to
follow this trend with your own children, consider carefully these issues.
Consider the fact that if you submit your
child to a single-gender education they’ll be
missing out on tons of experiences which will
educate them about life.
No. I’m not referring to the boy/girl dodge
ball games at recess or the plethora of giggles
the first day of co-ed family life class.
I’m referring to the lack of "real-life" relationship and coping skills your child will miss
out on when surrounded by only members of
the same sex.
The world is filled with members of all et.hnicities, backgrounds and BOTH genders.
That’s reality, pure and simple.
If you want your children the children
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who will lead our world tomorrow to be prepared to cope
with the triumphs and
tragedies of life, they need to
be socialized and taught in a
"real-world" environment.
There are those who will
argue that girls have a better
chance of getting one-on-one
attention from their teachers
when boys aren’t in the room
or that boys will be more
focused on their schoolwork
when girls aren’t around to
distract them.
Yet, the glaring reality of
life is people can’t segregate
themselves out of a situation with both genders involved when they enter the job market
or social situations.
Children must learn early what life is really like, not what we would like it to be. No,
children should not be exposed to excessive
violence or blatant sexual displays, but they
should be integrated into "real" society early
on.
Girls should learn, by being forced, if necessary, to stand-up for themselves in classes.
Boys, if distracted by girls, should learn how
to stay on-task. It’s just that simple.
Besides, those boy/girl dodge ball games
and co-ed family life classes were fun, weren’t
they?
Kimberly Lamke is Opinion Editor of the
Spartan Daily. Her column appears every
other Friday.

Young has been the object of worry
Steve
among 49er
faithful since
last season.
And for a very
good reason.
Neurologist Dr.
Jay Rosenberg said,
"There is no such
thing as a mild concussion- - all con
cussions are an KEVIN HECTEMAN
injury to the brain."
And Young has had not one, not two, but
three of them in the last 10 months.
It’s time for him to retire, while he can still
do so voluntarily.
When a football player suffers a concussion,
the initial impact causes the brain to bounce
against the skull. The brain is bruised and
swells. A major injury of this kind can leave a
player unconscious.
"I don’t drink, but I guess the closest thing
you could equate it to is being intoxicated,"
said former football player Al Toon. "Your
reflexes are slower, your concentration is less
and your short-term memory is impaired."
Young is lucky. lie’s still a starting quarterback in the NFL at the age of 35.
He’s got Super Bowl rings. He has spent
most of his NFL career with one of the top
teams in the game: the San Francisco 49ers.
He has nothing left to prove.
Now, meet three former NFLers whose
careers were ended prematurely by multiple
concussions.
Toon, a former New York Jets wide receiver, was forced to retire in 1992 at the age of 29
after five major concussions in eight years of
pro football.
Former Pittsburgh Steelers and Chicago
Bears running back Merrill Hoge had to hang
up his helmet in 1994, also at the age of 29,
after suffering two concussions in six weeks.
And St. Louis Rams quarterback Chris
Miller had to sit out the entire 1996 season
after five concussions in 15 months. He wants
to attempt a comeback, but the Rams have not
yet signed him. His career is most likely over.
The truly sad thing is that too many people
don’t take this seriously. You see and hear
jokes about this ("so-and-so got his bell rung")
all the time. But for those who have suffered
concussions, it’s no laughing matter.
Kevin Heileman is a Spartan Daily Staff
Writer.

Million Woman March will bring women closer
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Concussions no
laughing matter
for football players

Editorial
almost anyone if the media accurately
Ask
portrays members of their ethnic or cult oral heritage and they will say no.
And yet, the only way most Americans are
exposed to cultures other than the one they
were born into is through the media. So, it is
reasonable to assume that very few members of
our society have an accurate view of people they
see and interact with on a daily basis.
Taking into account that San Jose is one of
the most culturally diverse areas in the state of
California, this ignorance is inexcusable
California is fast becoming a place where no
one ethnicity will dominate the state’s population. With ever-growing racial tensions arising
from ignorance and intolerance the overwhelming passage of Props 187 and 209 stands
as proofl and the inaccurate stereotypes presented by the media, people need to take
responsibility for their own ignorance.
Not knowing about another culture because
of a lack of exposure and information is sad, but
understandable. However, this fails to excuse
when people are offered chance after chance to
see another culture from the inside and neglect
to take advantage of the opportunities.
Mexican Independence Day is Sept. 16, but
San Jose will celebrate Sunday It commemorates the end to Mexico’s 11 -year war with
Spain in the 17th century. It has been likened
to the American Fourth of July. All activity in
Mexico conies to a standstill on the day its citizens celebrate their freedom.
Like the Cinco de Mayo festival, it presents
au ) opportunity for residents of San Jose to experience firsthand the traditions of ;mother culture.
The residents of San Jose have a lot pride in
their various backgrounds. In the next month
alone the area will be home to the Vietnamese
Mid -Autumn Festival, the Italian American
Heritage Festival and Loch Lomond Highland
Games.
Ignorance is no excuse when the solution is
so close at hand, but people need to take the
first step to knowledge on their own

of this valley.
Granted, the enrollment figures for this division are low,
but other measures should be
taken before giving up on the
program.
Students and faculty members need to put pressure on
Caret and Bain to rethink their
position before it is too late.

et on the BIM Again. A house
livided can not stand. And a
group, whether political, ethnic
or C11 It ii ral, cannot push effectively
toward its goals unless it unites to discuss the root of its problems and how
to solve them.
This is why the Million Woman
March, which takes place on Oct.. 25 in
Philadelphia, is important.
If the march succeeds, it will serve
as both a chance for black women to
discuss their situation and as a rallying cry for activism.
This march will present invaluable
opportunities to the women who
attend. It’s a chance to work to resolve
internal conflicts and issues, ii chance
to articulate positions and common
goals.
Ultimately, it will enable black
women to project a stronger and more
unified voice in matters concerning

them racial and gender equality.
This was the goal of the Million
Man March in Washington, D (7. two
years ago. Now the women of the black
com MU nit y will have their chance.
Some outsiders will undoubtedly
fear the worst: that the march’s goal of
bringing black women together will
cause isolation from other groups and
build up the very barriers many hope
to break down. Some ask, why must
black women define themselves as a
separate group if they wish to he fully
integrated in society,
Bid this reasoning ignores the sini
truth: as long ;is black WODIPII are
oppressed, they are defined by the rest
of society as a separate group
Before they can begin their next
attack on racism and sexism, they
1111Ist he able to see the problems they
face. And they inust lx’ given the confidence to fight, knowing that they are

not alone.
The march should not separate
black women from society, it should be
a place for them to come together
before separating hack out into the
world with a renewed vigor.
For many, the march will hopefully
be a wake-up call. Many of the women
who go perhaps have not considered
themselves activists in the past. For
t hese people especially, the march has
enormous potential.
Betbre any university can improve
its minority representation, it is
important. for those minorities to
believe they can fight to increase their
voice there Hopefully, the Million
Woman March will do this.
This editorial, from the Daily
Collegian, Pennsylvania State
University, is provided courtesy of
U-Wire.
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Bath program
offers cultural
experience
dent who participated in the
Bath program, said students
are given a chance to interact
within the English community,
For the past 10 years, San and in a sense, become part of
Jose State University’s Bath the community.
program has been providing
"It’s definitely a once in a
students with a hands-on lifetime learning experience,"
learning experience looking Gutierrez said. "You don’t
at education and life in a dif- know what you get out of ithe
ferent perspective, from an program) until you take it."
English perspective.
Gutierrez encourages stuDuring a meeting held dents to participate if they get
Thursday, teachers and coordi- the chance.
nators involved with the proJennifer Tjon, an SJSU
gram gave information to stu- junior, said the experience
dents interested in participat- would give her an opportunity
ing. The program provides stu- to learn something new and
dents with SJSU advanced different.
general education credits
"Since I grew up in San
while studying in England.
Jose, I’m trying to find someFor an entire semester, stu- thing new and exciting to do,"
dents will get a
Tjon said. "I think
taste of English
the (Bath) program
culture.
grew would be interest"Since
Lewandowski,
ing."
the former coordi- up in San
She also said the
nator of the prodifference between
gram, said the stu- Jose, I’m
the SJSU campus
dents will be able
experience and the
trying
to
find
to travel outside of
Bath experience is
the classroom to something
the intimacy.
places such as
Van Beek said
Glastonbury, new and
because a maximum
Tintern Abbey and
of 35 students and
historical exciting to
other
three teachers are
places to enhance
allowed to go, the
I
think
learning do.
their
relationship
experience.
between
teacher
the (Bath)
Lewandowski
and
student
program
said all courses
becomes more pergiven by the prosonal.
be
would
be
gram
will
"Students
and
English -oriented. interesting." faculty work togethThe course suber on a closer level,"
jects during the
Jennifer Tjon VaTnhBeeecokstsafoidr.those
program vary from
year,
year
to
SJSU junior who are accepted
Lewandowski said.
into the program is
Some courses that
$4,999. This fee
have been taught in the past includes airfare, room and
were theatre, political science, board, and field trip excurradio and television.
sions. Tuition, books and outElizabeth Van Beek, the side expenses are not included
current coordinator of the in the full package. The SJSU
Bath program, said its whole Financial Aid Office provides
concept is to move the SJSU students who cannot afford the
campus from San Jose to total cost of the program with
England. She said it gives stu- assistance.
dents who have never been
Van Beek said the benefit of
outside of the United States a the program is that it gives
chance to travel and meet peo- students the feel of a small libple from a different culture.
eral arts college experience.
"The program offers stu- She said students leaving the
dents the chance to travel a lot program feel more loyalty
and broaden their horizons," toward the school and with
Van Beek said.
each other.
Christina Gutierrez, a stuBy Melanie Balangue
Senior Staff Writer

Robert serna/ Spartan Ma.%
Fine Arts major Kris Shaver admires the custom "Speed Queen" designed by SJSU alumnus Mike Sinyard’s company called
-Specialized". This and other cycle creations can be seen at "A Bike Show: Cycles of Innovation" through Oct. 3 in the Natalie
and James Thompson Art Gallery located in the Art building at SJSU. The exhibit chronicles the creations of three SJSU graduates; Jim Blackburn, creator of Blackburn Design, Jim Gentes of Giro Sport Design, and Sinyard. Admission is free and show
hours are 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday through Friday, from 6 to 8 p.m. Tuesday, and from 5 to 8 p.m. the third Thursday of the
month.

Legislation punishes ’staged’ accidents
Standing over the site of a
BELL I Al’ i
staged car wreck that killed a family of
three, officials on Thursday lent support for
new lege:Lit lina that would make staged colhsions a "serious" crime.
A phoney awcideat would (mint as a
strike under the state’s new "three -strikes"
law. It would be punishable up to life in
prison if it is a third -strike conviction.
"This is a serious crime that is costing
lives in our state," said Insurance
Commissioner Chiwk Quackenbush. "Our
intent is to make criminals think twice
hetore playing IIIISS1:111 roulette with

’marina drivers."
Quackenbush said about a third of the
cost of insurance goes to cover insurance
fraud. There were about 50 arrests for
staged accidents an California last year, he
said.
The commissioner was joined by Los
Angeles County District Attorney Gil
jarcett I in announcing support for Senate
Bill 334, which will be taken up next year.
"It will deter some criminals and most of
all, it’s going to save some lives," Garcetti
said. About 40 percent of the arrests for
staged accidents last year were in Los

Angeles Cminty, he said.
The officials spoke on a bridge over the
Long Beach Freeway, where a family of
three was killed Feb. 1, 1996, in a staged
accident.
Juan Antonio Lopez, 26, Maria Lopez, 24,
and their daughter -Joanna, 2, burned to
death when their station wagon was
crushed between two big-rigs and exploded.
Isidro Gomez Medina, 37, and Esteban
Galvez Solana), 30, have been charged with
three counts (aach of second-degree murder.
Griselda Bojorquez, 29, was charged as an
accessory They await trial.

Capitol Light Rail causes mixed reactions
By Belinda Aniaya
Staff Writir
People tired of congested
traffic will have something to
look forward to ’The Valley
’Iransport at ion Ant hority is
gearing up to begin plans for
the Capitol Light Rail project.
This project will be extended
front the Tasman light rail line
:along Capitol Avenue into
C ;a pit ol Expressway.
The
pprox ’mate lengt h of t his
extension. ;according to the
Transportation Authority, will
he three -and one-half
The Initial design stage for
the Capitol Light Rail project
began 111 1996.
"The construction itself will
tiike a couple of years," Jim
Light body said, manager and
planner of the Transportation
Authority "We are saying 1999
to 2002, that’s when the construction will occur," he said.
"We need to get the design completed, buy any property we
need and Itake care of) those
types of things first."
Light body,
According to
reSIMIISI. from t he cat izens
seems to In. pOSItIVP.
"There’s taliViinisly individual
!SSW’S and concerns about how
it affects their property," he
said. "In S01111. 111StallePS Wt.’t/t.
11:111 to buy property from peo
ale. so they’re affected, but generally the community is excited
about the project "
to
t
Accoraliiir
Tra risport at ion A ut horny, it’s
estimated that 3,000 to 4,000
daily riders will use. the Capitol
Avenue extension
limber! and Kern Hamilton,
residents of the area, sand they
like the idea.
"I flunk it will improve the
area Personally, I’m definitely
tor public transportation, mak
ing it accessible for people to go
Iii
their workplace," Kern
Hannibal said.
Hamilton’s husband agreed
"I’m concerned about the coil

"I think it will improve the area.
Personally, I’m definitely for public
transportation, making it accessible
for people to go to their workplace."
Kerni Hamilton
Residents of proposed area
gestion of traffic in this area
and we really need something
like this," Robert Hamilton said.
Darlene Eddy, also a resident
of the area. said she had one
issue with the project.
"My main concern is the
1101SP level because I can’t leave
my windows open at ought now
from the noise of the airport
and the overpass on Hostetter,"
Eddy said. "With that along
with this, that’s going to be too
much."
Julie Klingmann, environmental
analyst
for
the
Transportation Authority does
n’t expect many problems with
the noise level.
"We really haven’t had that
much difficulty with noise from
light rail in the past, but we do
what we can to limit noise
impact that we find in the environmental prowess," Klingmann
said.
She maid, however, studies
will be done for this project.
"When WV study nmse, W1’
Mak at 14191SIt lvf. receptors,

places that are particularly
affected by noise," Klingrinann
said.
"One thing is very important
for Sim -Jose State University
students traveling from where
the Capitol extension will be,
they’re going to be one block
away from San Jose State," said
Lupe Solis. public communica
t ions
specia lust
of
the
Transportation Authority
In
addition, she said tin. light rail
will provide a lot of help conges
tion-wise anal Improve air qual
ity.
"I have a friend who carpools
with me now and I know she’d
use it." said Sharlene -Juno),
nursing major at SJSC.
ho
lives in the area of the Capitol
Light Rail project. "I’d definitely
INV it myself. but I (I() depend on
nay car right now."
In addition, Solis said there’s
discount paSSI’S
to,
St 11111Mtti SIMI1 its 1111. enrollment
transit card Students (-An
Money and get to scle,o1 on
t IMP

The ca ,t of Making the project a reality is estiniated ;it $90
to
million
$95
Million,
Liglithody said. That will
include the HI design, buying
of property and construct lain.
"Last fall there %,vere two
measures on
the
ballot,
Mf’ilS11ri. A and Measure B.
Measure A was an advisory
measure that identified several
t rat ris port a t loll project s This
was one (if the transit projects
that was included on that list,"
Light body said. "IMpasure B
was a sides tax that goes to the
county for funding projects,
which is reviewed by the courts
to determine if it’s a legal sales
tax 438"
Light body said it’s a little bit
complicated. hut with these two
measures. he expects that the
county wall make money avail
able for the project
Si, it looks like it’s flail steam
ahead and although there may
be individual concerns. benefits
for the future such ;is less con
gestion and better air quality
V.111 give cutizens in the ea-t,rn
Santa Clara Valley I,’ t,1
options to commute

t-landarin iJ Szechuan
*Boa Lunch to Go

Iunch and Dinner
Citering HLPdilable

SAL & LUIGI’S
WL MAKE QUEI_QWN.
I 1,..igna Gnoochi Mmestrone
Sausage Ravioli Meatballs
PEER A WAIF ’FOOD TARE OUT
Hi al ,ce,

tuES.TRURS riAM 11PM
It AM MIDNITE
SATURDAY 12 MIDNITE
’IlINDAY 4 tOPM
isF r)101)WAY

it

MC/ AmEx ACCEPTED
PHONE 297-1136

VISA/

6 Blocks Notth at Santa flara Between Srd and 4th Street

111914 511115
11 10 9 HO pm

294-3303 or 998-942?

YrIll 1111111/1S, i’let 11,11T

ISH)li $11

h.%

hcp,re
assistant

Seth

(Sc

filc club
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Spartan Sports
daily in the
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The SanPride
is Back!!!
Jose State Athletics
Proudly Presents

Kickoff Rail

tu
VVItsil
131 E. Jackson Street

(-hoar of MI’

hi

Iti !where that a ;lei ism,’ rof thiN
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SPARTAN FOOTBALL

PIZZA A. ITALIAN RESTAURANT

CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO

l’orrectioln: In 7hurs(1,1’...,htmn au th, Spartan 1)aiIN a
quail. an l’agt 7 was inco?r, cll.% (attributed -Tin president rind
1..Itcri a rl(Issrown te. tniketi with
the pratlist hut

Al

t(

SAN JOSE. CA
A,IcAMFRA ONE

MEET the 1997 Football Team
FUN Games!! FREE Prizes!!

Friday, September 12th
in the Ampitheatre
Games Start at 12:00, Rally at 12:30
5000 FREE Student Tickets available EVERY GAME
Call 924-1292

Sponsored by San Jose Live I Associated Students
Spartan Shops Inc WILD 94 9

I’ll--

SPORTS
’Great Dayne’ threatens to start trophy run
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Football: SJSU’s
defense awaits
Heisman Trophy
hopeful Ron Dayne
Hy Dustin Shekel/
ii,itt Vi rite

rmvorsilY "l ",sciinsm running back Ron 11,iyile is huge.
SJSI line"He’s so Inc.
Coughran of the
backer
:20 - piiund 111.1,-,111111 TrOphy
-1Dibildy Can get him
down iine-im tine
When the Spartans open
their home season Saturday
against the lizolgers, t hey may
be catching Dayne it a bad
time.
Dayne is about to get lapped
by the thoroughbreds in the
Heism;in race. If he has :my
hope of gaining on the pack. he
\yin El:ice to make it statement
against the defense that finished hist suieson as the second worst in the nation.
For the first time since suffering a pinched nerve in his
right shoulder during practice
on August 11. the 5 -foot -10
sophomore is healthy To make
things worse, he has a lot of
catching up to do in the race for
the college football’s most coveted award
In the 34-0 opening-day loss
against Syracuse. Dayne saw
linUted action because of the
injury. Last week’s 25-24 comeback victory at home against
Boise State was completely
Dayne- less
"I’ve been practicing the
no contact,..
whole time
Dayne said. "I’m looking fora ird to Saturday’s game
As a freshman. Dayne punished and embarrassed defenses on his way to 2.109 yards,
wind enough for the eighth -best
rushing season in NCAA history He led the Big Ten
Conference in rushing and hat ten il -1Tfindarws.
"Ye- he’s big.- s(iid 5.151"
nose !,(ckle Abdul ilam Noah

i.echner/ Simrtan Daily
The SJSU football team loosens up for the "Silicon Valley Kickoff Classic" against Wisconsin at 3:30
p m Saturday at Spartan Stadium
Scott

Spartans lose Ruhle for rest of the year
Staff Report
Eric Ruhle, one of SJSU’s starting wide
receivers, tore the anterior cruciate ligament in
his knee during practice Tuesday, injuring him
for the rest of the 1997 season.
Ruble led the Spartans in receiving last week
against Stanford as he caught six passes for 78
yards during his team’s 28-12 defeat.
Coach Dave Baldwin will announce Ruhle’s
replacement before the kickoff of Saturday’s
game against Wisconsin. Wide receivers Daniel
Willis and Shawn Green are the leading candi’I’d like to see i.i.hat he has The only vide(’ tape Coach
Dave hialv,in lull Ili- -tan’
received frian the 11,idgcr- wis
the last-minute saris -Di,\ tie victory against Boise State.
Despite this. \Visconsin’s game
plan is no mystery to the s.js1’
stall
The game will he a study. it

(.11itchlfiV

dates to join Gabe Payne and Oliver Newell in
the Spartans’ starting rotation. Green is a 6foot-2 freshman from San Jose, while Willis is a
6-1 junior who red-shirted last year for the
Spartans.
Ruhle transferred from Los Angeles Valley
College after catching 51 passes for 1,066 yards
and 13 touchdowns for its football team last season.
He earned the starting job after catching
three passes for 144 yards and three touchdowns during the team’s Spring Game.

two opposite offenses from two
opposite
conferences.
The
Spartans and most other
Vest ern At
Conference
teams rely on the passing game
to out scnre their opponents. In
the Big Ten, a pass play is
called when the running back
gets tired
"They want to run the ball at

us and be physical." Balwin
said "They’ve got to prove they
can run the ball to be successful
in the Big Tell curl lerence.Defensive coordinator Ron
Ponciano plans to stick to the
strateg that kept Stanford’s
offense on its heels for much of’
last week’s game 5.151’ will put
zin eight -man front on the line

of scrimmage to slow down the
relentless running game and
force the Badgers to throw the
ball, which Wisconsin has not
been very successful lately.
If the Spartans have any
chance in consistently stopping
Dayne, they need to memorize
two key words: gang tackling.
"If he has five or six guys on
top of him," Coughran said,
"he’s going down one way or the
other."
Ponciano will be the first to
tell you this is not the same
Badgers’ offense that humiliated teams in 1996, when Dayne
ran behind a highly experienced
offensive line. Last season’s
strength is this year’s weakness, with only one returning
starter on the line.
Quarterback Mike Samuel
has done little to silence his
critics during his career as the
Badgers’ signal caller. Last season he threw more interceptions than touchdown passes
and this year he has had difficulty leading the offense in
Dayne’s absence.
"He’s a streaky quarterback,"
Ponciano said. "He’s All -Big-Ten
some days and very average on
others."
To evoke the mediocre qualities of Samuel, the Spartans
will throw about 12 formations
at the up-and-down quarterback. Ponciano is hoping
Wisconsin will be the only team
confused by SJSU’s elaborate
defensive scheme.
Two defensive misalignments resulted in big plays for
Stanford last Saturday, including a critical first-down run by
Mike Mitchell on a fourth -and one play. This was one of the few
times Stanford’s ground game
made any progress against the
aggressive SJSU defense.
Baldwin is hoping the solid
defensive effort he saw last
weekend will show up in
Spartan Stadium Saturday.
"You stop the best back in the
country and boy," Baldwin said,
"people start looking at your
defense as something."

WAC Standings
Football
Conference
Pacific Div.
I.
W
Ram
1
0
Air Force
0
O
Hawaii
0
San Diego St. O
0
O
Colorado St.
0
O
Fresno St.
0
O
Wyoming
0
0
Spartans
0
O
UNLV
Conference
Mountain Div.
W
L
Team
0
O
New Mexico
0
O
Utah
O
0
BYU
1
O
Rice
0
O
SMU
0
0
TCU
Tulsa
O
0
0
UTEP
O

Overall
WI.
2
0
2
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
Overall
W
I.
0
2
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0

Upcoming WAC games:
Saturday
Wisconsin at Spartans
Utah at TCU
New Mexico at UTEP
UNLV at Air Force
Wyoming at Hawaii
Arkansas at SMU
Rice at Tulane
Tulsa at Iowa
Colorado St. at Utah St.
Fresno St. at Oklahoma
at
St.
Diego
San
Washington
Sept. 20
Spartans at Wyoming
UTEP at Utah
Air Force at Colorado St
Hawaii at UNLV
New Mexico at Utah St.
BYU at Arizona St.
Navy at SMU
TCU at Vanderbilt
Rice at Northwestern
Missouri at Tulsa
Fresno St. at Oregon
San Diego St. at Wisconsin

Giants climb back ’Silicon Valley Kickoff Classic’
into first-place tie brings reputable teams to SJSU

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
,Jeff Kent’s two-run homer in
the ninth inning gave San
Francisco a 5-3 victory over
Philadelphia on Thursday
night, moving the Giants into
a first -place tie in the NL
West.
The Giants are tied with the
Los Angeles Dodgers with 16
games left. The Dodgers didn’t
play Thursday.
After Barry Bonds singled
to open the ninth, Kent hit his
27th homer of the season off
Jerry Spradlin (3-7). The win
went to Roberto Hernandez ( 31), who got one out in the
eighth. Rod Beck pitched the
ninth for his 36th save.
The Giants have won five of
their last six and 10 of 16.
Kent’s homer broke the team
record for home runs in a season by a second baseman, topping the mark set by Rogers
Hornsby in 1927.
Trailing 3-0 after six
innings, the Giants scored one
in the seventh and two in the
eighth to tie the game.
Stan Javier’s two-out single
up the middle scored Jose
Vizcaino with the tying run in
the eighth after Damon
Berryhill’s RBI single earlier
in the inning brought the
Giants to within one.
The Giants got their first
run in the seventh. After a
Berryhill
single,
leadoff
advanced to second on a wild
pitch, went to third on a
grounder and scored on
Javier’s sacrifice fly.
The Giants flew in from San
Francisco to make up a game
postponed by rain on Aug. 20,
then left for a three-game
series in Florida against the
Marlins.
Phillies
starter
Curt
Schilling struck out six, leaving him four short of 300 In
his next scheduled start
could
Schilling
Tuesday,

become only the 13th pitcher
to strike out 300 in a season.
Schilling tried to stop a
hard-hit grounder by J.T. Snow
in the sixth with his pitching
hand, hut instead deflected it
to second for what turned into
a 1-4-3 out.
After assistant trainer
Mark Andersen and manager
Terry Francona looked at the
hand, Schilling continued to
pitch but was lifted for a
pinch-hitter in the seventh. He
gave up six hits and a run
while walking three.
Since July 26, Schilling has
four wins and five no-decisions.
Wilson Alvarez allowed only
one hit in the first three
innings, but ran into trouble
after striking out Mickey
Morandini to lead off the
fourth.
Scott Bolen singled and,
after Mike Lieberthal flew out,
Rex Hudler homered to left,
putting the Phillies up 2-0.
Philadelphia increased the
lead to 3-0 in the fifth when
Kevin Stocker walked, was
by
sacrificed to second
Schilling and scored on Midre
Cummings’ single.
San Francisco made it 3-2
in the eighth on Berryhill’s
RBI single.
Alvarez allowed five hits
and three runs in six innings,
striking out five and walking
three.
Notes: The Phillies held a
pregame tribute for Richie
Ashburn, who spent 47 years
with the team as a player and
broadcaster. The Hall of Famer
died Tuesday at the age of 70.
... Scott Rolen’s 18 homers are
the most by a Phillies rookie
since Greg Luzinski hit 18 in
1982. The Dodgers also have
16 games left and five at home

/3y Amy Bankston
Stafl Writer
The sJsr fuithill lean) a ill
host its first Big Ten Conference
opponent when
take the field against the
Wisconsin Badgers Saturday in
the third annual "Silicon Valley
Kickoff Classic" at Spartan
Stadium
Traditionally, the classic has
pitted reputable collegiate
teams against the Spartans in
the non -conference leg of their
season.
"We always pick out an opponent that is noteworthy to
increase chances of drawing a
big crowd," said John Ralston,
special assistant to the it
director ;and former SJSI; football coach.
Thomas Brennan, SJSU
director of Athletics, added "We
developed the ’Kickoff Classic.
four years ago while wt were
still in the Big West Conference
because we needed hi demonstrate to the Western Athletic
Cimference that we could schedule competition with major college football teams The classic!, which is held at
the first home game of every
.vear, involves businesses and

SAN JOSE HOLISTIC
HEALTH CARE
CENTER
Positions Available:
Chiropractic Assistant
Massage Therapist
PT/ FT Front & Back Office
Bilingual/ Spanish
Downtown San Jose
12th & Santa Clara
(408) 294-7692

"We always pick out an opponent that
is noteworthy to increase chances of
drawing a big crowd."

Ralston
John
Special assistant to the director of Athletics
corporations of the Silicon
Valley as sponsors of the
Spartan football program.
"It is a special day," Ralston
said. "We always like to position
the classic as our first home
game to really rally the people
in the San Jose area."
Major sponsors of the game,
include
Applied
which
Materials, Apple Computers
Inc., KInT-Tv, Budweiser, The
Mercury News, Office Depot
and the San Jose Broadcasters
Association, have helped to
shape the. Kickoff Classic into a
community event.
’This University has needed
nuire of i ritual like tailgate
I parties , and pep rallies to go
along with the game and

involve everyone," Brennan
said.
He added that this hype surrounding the up-coming Kickoff
Classic is "very much like an
early bowl type atmosphere."
In the first two years of the
"Kickoff Classic," SJSU has
competed against Bay Area
rivals Stanford and Cal.
Although the Spartans suffered
losses in both games against
each of the Pac-10 squads, the
attitude surrounding the classic
has continued to be positive.
"The classic itself is a great
idea for the community," said
SJSU head football coach, Dave
Baldwin. "A Bay Area championship should always be
played."

Clip Your Way To Italy
COUPONS FOR THE BEST ITALIAN DISHES AND PIZZA IN TOWN
Baked Lasagna
Ravioli & Tortellini
*Seafood & Shellfish

Pizza offer
expires 9/23/97

WST
Registration
Deadline
Sept. 12, 1997
Test Date
Oct. 4, 1997

*Pizza
*Full Cocktail Bar
*Variety of Pastas 8
Sauces
1

Si Of f I 5111.1 OR SI /151.1 PI//A
Si CO iii MIliii ’1/41
S11111 ’At AI I

However, future’ opponerIN
for The Silicon Valley Kickidl
Classic include football teams
from established universities in
the Pac-10 cnnference.
Washington State is the mixt
scheduled opponent to play the
Spartans in the 1998 Kickoff
Classic, followed by Oregon
1999 and The
State in
of’
Sou t hern
University
California in the year 2000.
The SJSU him ball program.
which entered the WAC in 1990.
is optimistic in competing
against teams of’ ti high caliber,
despite being the underdogs in
all of the match -ups so far
"I think the kids want to play
the best competition," Baldwin
said. "We have a long way to go,
but down the line, the ’Kickoff
Classic’ will be tremendous for
us."

Pizzeria
and
Italian
Restaurant
Mon Fri 11-10
Sal Sun 4-10
4th 5 E San Carlos

(.111111, Ii/

15% OFF
ANY Dinner
Expires 9/23/97

Don’t Wait!
$25 fee
Pay at cashier’s office
Wahlquist Central
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Reality Check by Dave Whamond

Spatteems
Mixed Media by Jack Ohman
91
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CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
rmives no claim for products or
Holm, advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
dale/fled column of the Spertan
Daly conduit of paid advertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspeper.

1

SOUTH VALLEY YMCA Childcare
now hiring for part-time
positions in South San Jose
Schools. Call for application.
408226-9622.

ATTN: Communication Students!!
San Jose Live! is seeking music
and sports programmers. The
candidate should have a strong
technical aptitude, music knowledge
EMPLOYMENT
and general sports knowledge.
VIET/ENGL SPEAKER NEEDED This position otters an excellent
Translations, general office work. training program that will be
Law Office 4 blocks from SJSU. beneficial to your communications
career. Apply in person at 150 So.
Call 995-3226 or Fax 995-3230.
Fist St. San Jose or fax your resurne
to Mike Edwards. 408.998-0477.
J.C. PENNY - EASTRIDGE
We are looking for sales people
for various departments. We offer RECEPTIONIST, phones, light
benefits, flexible schedules, and clerical work. Ten min. from SJSU.
great discounts. Eastridge Mall is Mondays & Wednesdays: 9amionly 15 minutes away from 5:30pm., Fridays: 9ami2prn. Call
campus. Stop by and apply at Heather @ 995.6425.
2230 Tully Road. 2380300.
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
P/T -Elementary Schools.
Great for Students.
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Degree cr Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity fcr Teachng Experience.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Need Car.
Call or apply in person, Nicn-Sun 77.
Voce Mut (408)2874170 64.408 408286-5880. 555 D Mencizo Axe.
E0/ME
Between Sal Carlos a-d Pairnca,
behindae Cad and Party Were. Si
LIFEGUARDS/94W.1 INSTRUCTORS
INSIDE SALES
Palo Alto YMCA Indoor Pool
REPRESENTATIVES
Salary DOE + Certifications
SAN JOSE AREA
Training is available
Mon-Fri 8:00am-4:30pm
Must be able to work weekends.
Founded in 1925, George S.
Contact Josh at 650/856-9622.
May International is a leading
management consulting firm. Our
HAMBURGER MARY’S
business is booming, and we need
Now Hiring Part time Servers
Call Kevin or Mike 947 1668
motivated team -players to help
schedule appointments with small
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR FT/PT to medium sized companies
Flex hrs. Will train. Must be 21. throughout the Westem US.
We’ll provide you with
Have clean DMV. Great Job. Call
fully paid training, competitive
363-4182
compensation ($7.00 per hour o.
commissions, with an earnirgs
BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
potential of 530K+!), a complete
is looking for a responsible,
benefits package, flexible work
enthusiastic poperty development
schedule, & a fun team oriented
intern with strong clerical and
communication skills. 12:30-5:30 work environment. This is a
perfect opportunity for anyone
daily. Reliable car required.
considering a change from the
Fax resume to 998-1737 or
retail or restaurant grind (No
call 287-0246.
nights & weekends!). Anyone who
likes people is encouraged to
SECURITY
apply!
Full and Part Time Positions
To arrange an interview.
Graves, Swings and Weekends
please call Stever Sanchez at
Lew key job sites
(800) 955-0200 ext. 220. or
Will train
send/fax resume to: GSM, 991
Abcom Private Security
W. Hedding St. San Jose. CA 95126.
408.247-4827
Fax: (408) 244-6415 EOE/AA.
GEORGE S. MAY
BEM. MONTESSORI SCH. needs
INTERNATIONAL CO.
Daycare Assistant 2:30-6:30.
Age: 6-12 yr olds. Call 255-3770.
CASHIERS NEEDED TO WORK at
remodeled 4th & Strta Qua Chevron.
SPEEDSTERS CAFE
P/T Salad / Sandwich servers NI shifts available. Full or pan time
9am-2pm. Mon. fn. Energetic & open. Please cail 2953964 or apply
Friendly. Apply at 86 South First @ in person. Ask to, Ofelia
San Fernando.
COACH: Looking to/ Fag Football
ATTN: STUDENTS!
Coach with good comm Jr !cation
CLUCK U CHICKEN
skills & sports backgrourst. NeedNow hiring for school year.
ed for fall season to heip grades
Flexible hours- 10-20 a week.
5th 8th. Mon. Thur practices
Call 241 -Cluck.
from 3:15pm to about 4:30am.
Cal LIZ Garvan. Ath. Or. 945.9090.
$i1-$15/HR. PIZZA A GOGO is
now hiring drivers. Part-time, WANTED: CARING, pectic cnerte0
flexible hours. Apply in person. person with the ability to encourage
117 E. San Carlos St.
and support person with develop
mental disabiiities Must be fun,
SEEKING WRITING INTERN: Are creative and enthusiastic. P/T &
you creative, conscientous and F/T, benefits, flexible schedule.
organized? DeAnza College’s Opportunity to give back to your
Marketing Office provides writing community while being paid.
experience in a fast-paced. stimu- Fax resume 248-1221 or call
lating environment. Macintosh 248-4464.
skills. Hourly wage &/or internship
tees paid. C2114084364-8371. ASAP. $1500 WEEKLY potential mailing
oi.r =Jars. No Excenerce Req. Free
NANNY/CHILD CARE for 15 iniarnation packet. Q114107838272.
month old girl. 1015 firs/week in
our Sunnyvale home. 57-510/hr
depending on experience. Loving,
dependable and non-smoking.
Call Jennifer at 408.737-2352.

PHONE:

P/T TUTORS/INTERNS NEEDED
to prepare Santa Clara County
middle/high school students for
college. Teach (AVID) Advancement
Via Individual Determination
methods; daytime, 4-16 hrs/wk:
56-58/nr. Attend Recruitment Fair
on 9/30/97. 4-7pm at Santa
Clara County Office of Education.
1290 Ridder Park Drive, San
Jose. Phone 453-6658 for map.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.

FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions available in
busy whole foods restaurant. All
shifts avail, flex hrs. 57.5058.00
per hr. to start. 7339446, ask for
CERTIRED UFEGUARDS 8 SWIM Julia or Victor. Must be 18+ yrs.
Instructors. Flexible days/hours.
Southwest YMCA. Contact Pat ACTIVIST. Protect Our Water!
Organizing & fundraising. P/ T
408-370-1877 ext. 16.
Evenings, Fun diverse workplace.
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS 8 AIDES Training. SILICON VALLEY TOXICS
Thinking about a career working COALITION. Call 1.5pm. 288-7882.
with elementary age children? The
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley is CITILINK PAGING 8 CELLULAR
now hiring for school -age child seeks full/part time sales
care centers in San Jose. Cupertino, person, data entry, customer
service & electronic technicians.
Santa Clara, Los Gatos &
Call 408-4537243 or
Full 8, part-time positions available,
Fax resume 408-441-9988.
hours flexible around school. Fun
great
experience
teams,
staff
in working with elementary age BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
children, career advancement and Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
good training opportunities. Students needed in the rnmediate
Teachers require minimum 6 units area. Fill-time/part-time openings.
in [CE, Recreation. Psychology. Call today 1-415-968-9933.
Sociology and/a Physical Education, International Bartenders School.
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408
291-8894 for more information EXPERIENCED BABYSITTER
needed for 3 & 5 year old girls in
and locations.
Los Gatos. Mon & Fri. 8am -12:30
BABYSiTTER WANTED Tuesdays. pm. 58/hr. Call 408-3589465.
12 3:30pm for 18 month old. My
home in Campbell. $7.50 per COUNSELOR - SHELTER PROGRAM
Paid intern, work w/ children at 3
hour. Call Carol 866-1915.
Santa Clara County Shelters, Call
GREAT OPPORTUNITY! Young Anna Marie for information 8.
telecommunications co. building a 40E3287-4170 ext. 251, Mon.network for low cost long distance Thur. 2:30 - 6pm. 57an hour.
phone rates: generous comp.
plan, PT. seeking self-starters, SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring FT & PT teachers and
408.997-7830.
aides for their school age day
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK care programs in the San Jose
Le Boulanger, a family owned area. AM and PM hours available.
bakery/cafe is looking for an Accts. Get great experience working
Rec. clerk to assist with day-to-day with children! Units in Psych. Scc,
transactions, monthly dosing, billing [CE, Rec or ED required. Call
and interacting with delinquent 4013379-3200 ext 21.
customers. Spread sheet literacy
SAN JOSE LIVE!
& Accasitire expenence is preferred.
NOW HIRING
58512/hour. apply at 305 N.
Flexible
schedules for students.
Sunnyvale,
CA
94086.
Mathilda,
We need weekend day help for
Fax: (408) 523-9810.
football season:Docr Host (secuity).
Cashiers, Cocktail & Food
JOBS AVAILABLE! Temp. FT/PT
Servers, Barbacks, Bartenders,
Work as receptionist,
Ccolis, Carter Help, Adrift Assist.
Admin. Assist. Ship/Rec.
Apply in person MT. 106.
South Bay locations.
Flexible. Pay starts $9 & up.
150 South First St. San Jose,
Info Line’ 408-291-2234.
Certified Personnel, 749.1570.

INSURANCE CO LOOKING for help
wrth fmlir6 mailing 8, cowing. Flex
hours, 5-7 firs/week, 59/hr,
Contact Kelly 8. 408.451-2121.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE

VALET PARKING P/T nights &
weekends for special events in
Los Gatos and Saratoga area.
Polite, well groomed & professional
attitude only. 19 years+, $6.58
per hour + tips. Call Mike at
1-800-825-3871.
NEED A JOB OR FINANCIAL AID?
Willing to work part-time, fulltime or flexible hours according
to your schedule, plus make great
money? For work experience,
great money, plus some fun,
don’t wait, call now: Kristi
995-5905.
S EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $600/month!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-40 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
1-650-324-1900, M -F. 8-4:30

OPPORTUNITIES
EXCELLDR PAY Processing Mail!
$1 per envelope stuffed!
Details 24 hrs. 1407-245-7393.

PACKARD BELL PC verrollor $199
CPU:Intel 4865X-20 MHz RAM:8MB
ho dnve Seagate 130MB 14:"SVGA.
Wrdcws 3.1 nstalled. Call 226-7135,

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE
RESTORED VICTORIAN
PROFESSORS, STUDENTS Live only 1 block from campus
& accumulate real equity, not
just rent receipts. Easy financing
available on this 2 story home
w8m4 bdrms, 2 hill baths, parlour,
large dining room, remodeled
kitchen, finished basement,
lots of parking. Call Mike Gordon,
Broker 1-510426-8200.

INSTRUCTION
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

924-3277

FAX:

CAMPUS CLUBS

924-3282

SHARED HOUSING
ROOMMATE WANTED to share
2br/2ba apt in WG area. Pool,
laundry, DW, night sec, parking.
Near SJSU, 87. It. rail. 5500/mo
+ 1/2 PG&E. 445-9814. M or F.
No drugs. Dep neg.

SKI WHISTLER Canada $499.
January 11th - 16th. SJSU Ski 8
Snowboard Club. Includes flight.
bus. 4 day Irft ticket, 5 night stay in
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER
Village, & unlimited fun. For your
[-Ticket call Mark 408/292-0955
NICE, CLEAN ROOM. New carpet.
or ufs12282@email.sjsu.edu .
New bathroom. On-site laundry.
No cooking facilities. Non.smoker.
$385/mo. + $250 deposit. All
SERVICES
utilities paid. 507 N. 3rd St. Tel,
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional 286-8178.
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application HELP A MALY 8 LIVE RENT FREE
statements. proposals, reports. in beautiful Sunnyvale home as the
etc. For more tnfo, please call roommate of a developmentally
Dave Bolick at 510-6014554. disabled young adult male.
VISA/MasterCard, FAX, E-Mall Overnight presence five nights per
week + some paid direct care
WRITING ASSISTANCE most hours. Lifting required. Call 16501
subject. Why suffer and get poor 8562952.
grades when help is available?
Harvard MA/UCB Ph.D. (former
HEALTH & BEAUTY
college teacher) can help you
with research & writing. Fast,
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
friendly, caring, confidential.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Specialist. Confidential.
Dissertation/ thesis specialist.
Your own probe or disposable.
Samples & references available.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San lose.
Chinese & other languages
247-7486
spoken. Foreigners welcome! For
free tips, tools and ideas on
how to improve your writing, LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30 DAYS
visit our user-friendly Website 100% Natural. 100% Guaranteed.
at http://www.aciplus.corn Hear what a Doctor has to sayl Free
Regular email: acIllnetcom.com Samples! Cal 800436-5617, 241T,
Or write: Daniel, POB 4489. FC CA
94404 (ask for free color brochueo

POLONSKY PIANO SCHOOL
30 Years Teaching Experience
Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Russian Trained Concert Pianists
Professors of Piano
WE GOT WHAT You’re Looldng For
FOR RENT
National Teachers Guild Assn.
UGHTHOUSE COMMUNITY CHURCH
National Suzuki Assn.
2130RM. APARIMENT- S900/MO. Sunday Morning Worship. Pra,er and
Individual Piano Lessons
Counseling. Call 408238-0726.
Security type building
Starting $20/hr.
Secure Parking
Call 408-241-6662 in Santa Clara
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Close In
far Au FIRST FREE lesson-in:mew.
Only $57 00 per year.
Modem Building
Save 30%- 60%
laundry Room
on your dental needs.
WORDPROCESSING Village Apts. 576 S. 5.:h St.
For info call 14300.655-3225.
(4081295-6893
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing,
..
APA. Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
MISC. FOR SALE
,F.,
either WordPerfect or Word.
Cash, Canting Secrets Revealed Masterson’s Word Processing.
408251-0449.
cr
Virginia
Cat
Paul
Craps!
$5
and
Roulette, Blackjack
each! All thee only $.10! Moneyhack
SSWO Ck4D’’Guarantee! Kenn Roentsch, Dept AL, *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
253W, Surry Rd, Keene NH 03431. Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term’s
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
homepage.usr.com/o/onahut .
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
Resunes All Formats, Speciatizing
1 Smidgens
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
TEACHERS high quality, licensed TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
5 Change
Eqx
yrs
24+
Editing.
Punctuation,’
to
Bay
subcriptions
INSURANCE
sell
discount
dropin childcare centers for 2-12
9 Pit
MMOM UMUMMI MMUU
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
year olds.
13 Border on
PROFESSONAL WCRD PROCESSING.
Flexible firs, gamapm. Downtown
MOOD MOMOU MOM@
Flex PT/FT positions
AUTO INSURANCE
14 Sea eagle
247-2681. 8arn-8pm.
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Days, Eve. Weekends
Campus Insurance Service
C11111113 IRIL;1111011E1121211111E111
15 Boxer Griffith
Hourly 55 plus bonus. Media
Min 6 [CE required
Special Student Programs
17 Site of the
1U1111BRIBI 0001 OSMIUM
Promotions 494-0200.
Team environment
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Colosseum
BIN1611111i1 I01414
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Benefits available
TUTORING
18 Orderly
EMIIIBIE11112 IiiiCHLI)CIGH1
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS "Good Rates for Non-Good Dowers"
Gal Corp Office 2607929.
19 Pass along
10113Q111111N1 IZIOCI [01112ILTAI
Elem. school -age recreation
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
INFIOME COMPUTER TUTORING
20 Gist of the
Dos,
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K43 school program, P/T from 2-6pm, M - F "Good Student" "Family Mufti-car" Upgrade, Consuiting.
MUM OUMMUUM Ong
matter
seeks responsible individuals for during the school year. Some P/T
CALL TODAY 296-5270
Windows. Win 95, Win NT, Office.
21 "-- of a gun!"
MMMO [JOU MMECIMU
extended daycare. P/T in the morning positions available from
FREE QUOTE
Word, Internet, Netscape. Int Exp
22 Cut oft
U1011111121111121 1B1111111111Blilill
afternoon. No [CE units are approx. 7amllam. F/T during
NO HASSLE
Game on our Computers or Surf
24 South American
111130 111B1211111B
required. Previous experience with summer camp. XInt salary, no
NO OBLIGATION
the Web N "A PLACE TO PLAY" at
animal
Children preferred. Please contact [CE req. Los Gatos -Saratoga
IDOLVala EICIEI IN11111114
832 Malone in Willow Gien Open
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
26 - together
Cathy at 2441968 x16.
Recreation. Call Janet at 354-8700
9am 90m., 7 days a week Cali
IMIXIMIIMINIIIIIIIIIIIIIII3 OEM
(made whole)
x223. (Not available school year?
Roy 2,-.2 3167, Pager 53E15071
MUMM UMOUM MOMM
27 Spikes
SKILLS COACH. Will provide one Call for summer employment:
AUTOS FOR SALE
29 Law
LIDUM OURIE1121 @MEM
on-one training to mdiv,duais with lifeguards & camp leaders).
TUTORIAL CENTER
31 Stamp
developmental disabilities in the
1990 SILVER BLUE CEO STORM Mall Aigebra Geometry
collecting e g
San Jose area Must be a high BEHAVIORAL THERAPIST to work $4500. Runs great. 5 spd. 104K. Statistics Trig Calculus
32 With. in Quebec
29 Vices
DOWN
school grad with 1+ yrs related 6,9 hours weekly in Los Gatos 30 MPG. VERY CLEAN in & out Physics. Mechanics Electric
33 Lip meas
30 Fender -bender
1 Mend I SOCI,
experience 58.50-$10.00/hr. based behavioral intervention AC, PB, PS, Air Bag, AM/FM Cass Computer’ Wrclows Visual Basic C
36 Before
re51111
A(PIPIT
Ben
2
DOE. FT 8, PT avail. Call Anaite program. Background in Special Keen/Debbe 510 475 7538 Periont English: ESL TOEFL
37 Gorges
32
Rival of Hertz
3
Noisy
,nsect
Letona at 408-735-7890 or mail Ed. Psychology, Speech. or 0.1.
Spanish Hablar Leer (scrip,
40 Fish eggs
4
Sault
33
Heavy
Marl(’
ribbon
resume to: CDP. 505 West Olive desired. Experience preferred. RELIABLE TRANSPORTATION Call: Mike 408-2987576
41 Retainer
34 Tiptop
5 Snake toxins
Ave. 5320, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 510:0010 515:00 per hour. Call ’86 Et. 5 speed, new ties, brakes. Email: mvera18288itiaolcom
42 Sword handle
6
x
35
For
tear
Sports cornpie
that
Kevin 1-415-827-9310 or Shari Service record. $32502987112.
43 Sacred images
7 Genetic
38 In the lead
408.2942712.
45 Consecrate
39 Farm buildings
material
47 Storage place
44 Swindle
8 Abominable
48 Flowering sfirub
45 Most
Snowman
51 Tine
melancholy
9 Brave
52 Returns imnneyi
46 Camera parts
10 F qd Mich
k_.(0? NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALI. 408-924-3277
47 Thieves
54 Goddess of
11 Fragrant
dawn
48 Curved
bloomer
55 Legendary bird
doorway
12 Tickle pink
58 Calls out
49 rwiiise eons
16 Stared at
here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation 8. spaces between words.
59 Curly hairdo
50
In liaines
21 Mythic-al
61 Relieve
51(orvo
iii w
creas ire
faah
62 Mare or stallion
23 Ginger or
63 Wrestling hold
5.1 Di Jonas -nutmeg
64 Threshold
25 Hunting dog for 56 1 apita .9
Norway
65 Tennis -match
short
units
57 Arvin, I 14-I
27 Gourmet cook
60 Riv.i,
66 Door openers
28 Traditional
61 NWT ,
67 String fas ene q
knowledge
Certain advertisements in
these coiumns may roller the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
VIIICati0118 or merchand Ise.

,.. .: ,.,._,,.
,
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e

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

ACCOUNTING Cupertino CPA
firm. Call 408-3431033 x122 or
FM resume to 4083411038
WATTPONON NEEDED
Evenings & Weekends.
Salary. Tips. Apply in person
BRITANNIA ARMS
5027 Almaden E,xp. San Jose.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
now hiring neat, bright, & energetic
people in the following areas.
Food Server (21 yrs.), Host.
Busser, and Kitchen Help
Apply in person, 2pm to 4prn.
Mon. thru Fri. at The Old Spaghetti
Factory, 51 N. San Ftdro, San Jose.
BASKETBALL OfRCIALS NEEDED
Sat. 7am-5pm, Oct. 4 Nov. 22
55.50-57/hr. South Valley YMCA
Call 226-9622,
COME TO WHERE THE BREAD is
baked’ Le Boulanger, family owned
bakery/cafe seeks friendly,
outgoing individuals to join our
team as Bussers, Sales Clerks.
Supervisors, and Assistant Mart
agers 55-512 hourly, no aspen
ence necessary. 18 locations
including Downtown San Jose
Apply at any location or 305 N
Mathilda, Sunnyvale. 94096. Call
40B-774-9000 arks 4085739810
WANTED. BAR ASSISTANT for
nelgtabood ter, we lend tilawn:kr
Petition 8625/re. 99E32714

Print your ad

LILIULILIULILIJUULIJIJULICULIJULLILILLILJJLILI
ULIULTJULEJULILIJLILILILEJLILILLILILLIJJLIJLILI
LILLIULILIULIULILILILILLILILILILILIUJULIULIJIJULi
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Ad Rates 3 -line minimum
One
twit
Three
Day
Days
Days
$5
3 lines
$7
$9
4 Ines
$6
$8
$10
5 lines
$7
$9
$11
6 Ines
$6
$10
$12
$1 for each additional line

Nemo

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day rate increases by St per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words evadable in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines $70
10-14 lines $90
15-19 lines $110

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Please check /
one classification:

Adriress

71r,corb

SSias

Send check or money order b
Spartan Daily Oassifteds
SenJcee State University
San Jose CA 95192-0149
Classified deek is located in Dwight Bente, Hall, Room 209
IN Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publicabon
MI All ads are prepaid S No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publocabons dates only
IN QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

Campus Ckrbs*
Greek Massages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"
Volunteers’
For Sake’
Aube For Sale’
Computers Etc
Wanted"
Employment
Opportuntwas

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Servces’
HealthrBeauly’
Sports/Nes’
insurance
Entertairenene
Tray"
Tulonag
Wood Processing
Scridershps

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Sparta Guide
TODAY
Jum’ha Prayer
The Muslim Students’ Association will be holding a Junilia
Praer: trial’ 1 tic 2 p in. in the Student Union Almaden Room
: I
ii intormation, call Wall Rahmarn at 305-2050.
"Life Performance"
t’lline,e Campus Fellowship will be holding a "Life
Pertciriname" meeting from 230 to 4.30 p.m. in the Student
.Alimiden Room. For more information. call Vincent at
I 9725
Soroity rush
The Panhellenic will he having sorority rush and recruitment from 3 to 7 30 p m running through Tuesday. Call the
Student late Center at 924-5950 or 924-5969 for more information, or stop by the Student Union Loma l’rietta Room.
Welcome Back BBQ
The Linguistics and Language Development Student
Association will be having a "Welcome back- BBQ from noon to
5 p m at the BBQ pits For intiirmation, call Angela at 9241704
Phi Beta Sigma party
Phi Oct ;I SI gtb a is having a "Big Thangs- party from 9 p.m. to
2 a m
the San Josic Static Ballroom For more information,
call 975-9106.
SUNDAY
General meeting
Alpha Phi I }mega is having a general meeting at 5 p.m. in
Washington Square Hall Room 207. For more information, call
924-6626.
MONDAY
Test your body fat
The Department of Nutrition and Food Science is sponsoring
"Measure iiur percentage of body fat- using bio-electrical
impedance from 2-4 p m. in the Central Classroom building
Room 10:3. For more infOrmation, call Kim Roth at 924-3110.
Fall kickoff BBQ
The SJSU Marketing Club is having a fall kickoff BIN from
noon to 3 p.m. in the BBQ pits across from the Event Center.
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Independence:
Continued from page 1
July," said Randall Jimenez, an
assiiciate professor of Mexican American stodies at Sari Jose
State Univerity
Jimenez said that Sept 16 is
as important to California as it
is to :Mexico, since California
v,
-mil a part of Mexico in
"hi: when California threw
the European yaike." he said.
(;regorio Mora Torres, who
lectures in Mexican -American
stiidois at 5-151’. believes there
are
ties that
ff0111
when California was a part of
Mexico
"There is a very strong cultural attachment to Mexican
colt ore and history- said Mora Torre, -Even though they
Mexican Americans i ire U.S.
citizen,. they have a historical
cci twit in
The
Mexican
Independence Day here in San
Jose 1, pretty hip That tells vim
how strong Mexican culture is
m califorma " Last year an estimated .10o.000 people attended
tIi’ lecolval
will start at 9
The tift

a.m. Sunday with a parade
beginning at the San Jose
Arena near West Santa Clara
and Autumn streets and ending
at the intersection of Market
and South San Carlos streets.
The main festival will begin
at 11:30 a.m. at the intersection
of San Carlos Street and
Guadalupe River Park.
"There will be lots of food and
drink and over 150 booths selling ... T-shirts and things,"
Castellano said.
There will also be six stages
showing dancing and Spanish oriented MU sic. There will be
from
dancers
professional
Amalia
including
Mexico,
Hernandez’s Ballet Folkl - rico
de Mexico, and musicians Racio
Benquels and Rudy Madrid.
The festival will end at 5 p.m.
The grand marshal’ of the
parade will be Lab o Gurrero,
who ’,1st I1 no described as the
father of Chicano music in the
I’mted States.
No celebrations are being
planned on (.am pus.

EPA clean up plan
The
cS AN( iELES API
Protect ion
merit a I
Agency approved a $9 million
Superfund cleanup plan to cap
waste pits and clean contami
Hated sod at the Del Amo toxic
waste site
"This plan is the most effec
tive tic address the toxic threat
and protect the neighboring
community," EPA Superfund
Director Keith Takata said
Thursday
The Del Arno site, in an unin
corporate( area of the county 15
miles southwest of downtown
Los Angeles near Torrance, was
a synthetic rubber manufacturIi

vi

Friday. September 121.997 ...
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ing facility from the mid -1940s
to the early 1970s.
Waste from the plant was
dumped in the pits, which are
contaminated with volatile
organic compounds, the EPA
regional office in San Francisco
said.
The EPA will cap the waste
pits by installing protective layers of materials over the pits to
keep time hazardous materials
from moving to the surface.
Soil beneath the pits will be
cleaned to prevent migration of
contaminants to the groundwater.

Apply electronically for federal
student aid. It’s fast,free, and easy.

Ashley-Wardt Women sing for culture
Continued from page 1
Ashley-Ward said she’s willing to accept
the ups and downs of the newspaper business because the rewards are worth it.
"I feel good every week when we put out
our papers. And we do that faithfully," she
said.
Another satisfaction she gets from her
joh, she said, is knowing the quality of the
papers she publishes. She’s committed to
v.orking through those publications Inr the
betterment of mankind.
"Tic see a good product fighting the evils
of racism, classism and sexism, is worth all
the challenges," she said.
One of the biggest challenges AshleyWard faces is a common one to all newspapers
"Compared to all the normal worries of
Itroducing a paper, advertising is my greatest challenge,- she said. "Advertising is a
paper’s bread and butter."
Ken Little, an advertising associate for
the Sun -Reporter who used to work for an
insurance firm, agrees that his job isn’t
easy.
"It’s challenging, but it’s also fun.
Landing an account is very rewarding, and
Its the key to keeping a newspaper going,"
he said.
Because he’s only been employed by the
Sun -Reporter fin- about 2 months, Little
said he considers himself somewhat of an
apprentice.

"l had an African
American studies
instructor, Mozelle
Watson, who was probably my greatest influence at SJSU."
- Amelia Ashley-Ward
Editor and Publisher

"Amelia’s given me full reign on the
advertisi rig, despite my inexperience in the
field," he said. "This is the first time in my
employment career that I’ve been given
something vital to contribute to an organization."
Roslin Gillis, an accounting clerk with
the paper for almost 8 years, said she
enjoys working for Ashley-Ward.
"She’s very fliir and open-minded. The
atmosphere in the office is a little lighter
since Amelia took over," Gillis said. "If you
get your work done on time and it’s good
quality, that’s mainly what she cares
about."
Ashley-Ward said she also cares about

the future of the newspaper.
"I want to make the Sun-Reporter the
best African American paper in the country. I want to get it out to more communities," she said.
Another goal she has for the paper is
publishing more frequently, she said, but
that will take more ads. "If I can get more
ads, it will let me hire more people, too."
Ashley -Ward also has plans to create
another Bay Area paper designed for
African American women.
As well as planning for the future,
Ashley -Ward enjoys remembering how she
got where she is. she said.
"I had an African American studies
instructor, Mozelle Watson, who was probably my greatest influence at SJSU. She
taught me hovm to effectively write a thesis
and back up my ideas thoroughly," AshleyWard said. "Sometimes I wish I could do it
again. Life was real sweet then, free and
flowing. I didn’t have the pressures I have
now. I’ve often wanted to go back to that
time"
Se has some advice for SJSU students.
"Find out what you want to do and do it.
Never give up. I treams do come true. Work
at what you love because as the years go
on, you get less chances. You don’t want to
work for years at something and then realize it’s not what you really want to do,"
Ashley -Ward said.

,
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Mariachi: Women sing for culture
because of the perspective of
our song lyrics and the way our
your eyes you cry for me, and voices flow across the music in
bury my body in a casket," said beautiful rhythmic waves,"
Natalie Salinas coordinator of Natalie said.
Los Adelitas.
"Opening night with Las
Salinas said the band has Adelitas will draw people of all
been touring in Los Angeles ages and ethnicity’s because
and the people have embraced their music appeals to everyone
their music as an important not just Hispanic people,"
component of what keeps the Natlalie said. "The women will
Hispanic culture alive. The dress in traditional Hispanic
other songs capture feelings ‘charro’ dress, which consists of
everyone can relate to when long colorful skirts and white
the group members sing about tops with amunition draped
romance, love and sadness, accross their chests", Salinas
Natalie said.
said.
"Our music is unique from
The women in the group
the all-male mariachi bands range in ages from 18 to 25 and
Continued from page 1

they will be coming to San Jose
from San Bernadino. The group
has been together for one year
and are attempting to put a CD
out this spring.
Jose Louis Salinas, the
music director for Las Adelitas,
said he recruited each band
member from the Mariachi
Heritage Society in Los
Angeles. Salinas taught at the
music school for six years and
selected the most talented
members of his classes.
"I have been playing mariachi music all my life," Jose
said. "I write the songs and
arrange the music for the
group."

I will run until 5 p.m. Nine
speakers are scheduled to talk
throughout the day. There will
he a noon bullet lunch.
"We ;ire expecting 95 nurses,
35 doctors and 82 allied health
professionals
to
attend,"
Gordon -Jones said. "There will
also be drug representatives
v. ho are sponsoring speakers

and there will he more registering at the door."
She expects up to :300 people
to be registered for the day.
A few of the speakers in
DT. Scott Hammer, associate
professor of medicine
at
Harvard Medical School, who
will be speaking about advances
in retroviral therapies. Alice
Philipson, attorney at law, will
talk about the current lice!,11

debate in HIV care Dr. Glenn
Treisman, director of the Johns
Hopkins
AIDS
Psychiatry
Service, will speak about facing
life after death.
To register I’ccr today’s s) pODoubletree
SIUTII, go to the
Maul it 2050 Gateway Place.
San -lose. The (list for t he diiy is
$40 per person

People who knew Kiitsue.
Ingalz describe her as the type
of teacher every student wanted.
"She was a vivacious, lovely
lady who was loved by all her
students," professor of Japanese
Y.M. Shimazu said.
Ingalz’s death Aug. 26 tel the
age of’ 53 from complications
resulting from pancreatic cancer came as a shock to the SJSU
Foreign Language Department,
where I ngalz taught Japanese
language and culture classes for
the past seven years.
"I had talked to her three
weeks before her death, when
she told me that she may have
to take a semester off," Shimazu
said. "I didn’t hear from her
after that, and ’boom’ she was
gone."
Ingalz had been struggling
with the disease for some time.
She was denied chemotherapy
because of how pronounced the
cancer had become and tried to
find other ways to divulge her
time.
Besides teaching and studying, Ingalz was an active member of the community, voluteering her time with social min-

istry at St. Jciseph’s Bier-i la
tend a convent in Soquel. She
also devoted her time to painting and writing poetry, and a
gallery of her artwork was displayed in her honor during her
funeral Sept. 2 id St. Joseph’s
Ingalz was horn Katsue
Ashimine on the Japanese
island of Okinawa 53 years ago.
During the Okinawa invasion
during World War II, her fanuly
was assigned to a work camp
near Nagasaki. Ingalz was
within 40 miles of the atomic
blast that ruptured the city at
the end of the war, her husband,
Thomas, said.
Ingalz met Thomas 30 years
ago. He had been in the military
during the Vietnam War and
took a two-week leave in
Okinawa.
"She was a tour developer finthe USO," Thomas Ingalz said.
"We got married soon afterward
and moved to San Jose."

Only a Custom Built
PC can give you
the latest Technology
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features for less.
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For the rest ’if her lit,’.
Katsue Ingalz spent time um
school. both behind the desk as
a student and in front as a
teacher.
"She enjoyed learning arid
discovery," her husband said. "I
guess she decided to teach as a
way to stay on campus after
graduation."
Ingalz earned a degree in
English language and literature
rist
((kin aWa
from
Institute and the University of
the Ryuky us. She completed a
masters with honors in linguistics from SJSU in 1990
Katsue Ingalz is survived by
her husband and two smis,
David and Charles David
works in Fremont Charles is
pursuing a mechanical engineering major on campus.
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you’ll be aware
of the danger
of depression.

life unbearable. Its also readily.
inceircally treatable And !hats
something everyone should know
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If you.
have any
brains at all,

Depression is a suppression ot brain
activity that can strike anyone (is
powerful. it’s constant. and it makes

Teacher succumbs to cancer
By Christine M. Liam
Staff Writer

sci

This will be the first time
Las Adelitas will tour in the
Bay Area. The Mexican
Heritaage Corporation of San
Jose will donate some of the
proceeds to the building of the
Mexican Cultural Heritage
Gardens and Plaza, to be located on the corner of Alum Rock
and King Road in East San
Jose.
The show will start at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $50, $35 and $25.
For tickets or more information, call Mexican Heritage
Corporation at 1-800-MHCVIVA.

HIV: Information symposium
Continued from page /
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